
COURSE DETAILS | VIRVIK

Address: Pallograniitintie, Porvoo (GOOGLE MAPS)

CONTACT
Tyyni Tournament Director: Mikko Wikman (+358 40 556 7789)

Main event Course TD: Mikael Forssell (+358 40 509 4446)
Course TD for One Round event: Check Metrix-page, information tab

IN CASE OF SERIOUS EMERGENCY, CALL 112

PARKING
Course parking lot is quite small, please use car pools if possible.

WARM-UP
Areas for warm-up are very limited at Virvik. There are two baskets for putting

near the parking lot. Some short throws can be done on the side of hole 13
without disturbing players on their round. The beach can be used for warm-up

ONLY if there are no swimmers or other people.

Warm-up on the course is prohibited during the competition round (from first
group tee-off until the last group has finished their round).

https://www.google.com/maps/place/60%C2%B020'37.3%22N+25%C2%B054'36.7%22E/@60.3437,25.9080113,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d60.3437!4d25.9102


GENERAL INFORMATION
Tournament office located near tee #1

First aid kit at tournament office
Two outdoor toilets near the tournament office

Beach for swimming, BBQ place
Virvik Golf restaurant 1 km away

Bigger version of the map HERE

COURSE DETAILS
Hole numbering is different from regular layout. Tyyni layout hole #1 is regular

layout hole #6.

All mandatories and their restricted areas affect ONLY the hole the mandatory
is marked for. Those don’t affect to any other holes.

For that hole mandatory is located, the restricted area line continues away
from the mando to infinity among two last sticks.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oa9fK7RLjTsymcalHaMvPPlyRq1wopvG/view?usp=sharing


Hole #1
MANDATORY. Restricted area on the left, must pass from right. Mandatory line

marked with sticks. If mandatory is missed, continue from the tee (= drop
zone) with one penalty.

Hole #3
MANDATORY. Restricted area on the left, must pass from right. Mandatory line
marked with sticks. If mandatory is missed, continue from the drop zone with

one penalty.

OB behind the basket, marked with sticks. The OB line continues from both
ends along the water line.

Hole #5
Make sure the hole is safe to play.

Hole #6
Use a spotter in the corner.

Hole #11
Use a spotter in the corner.

OB on the right side, marked with sticks. The OB line continues from the end
along two last sticks.

Hole #13
OB on the right side, marked with sticks.

Hole #17
Use a spotter in the corner.

OB water on the left side. No sticks, the water line closest to the fairway is the
OB line. If your disc is surrounded by water, it is OB.

Hole #18
Make sure the hole is safe to play.



Always check the fairway is safe to play before you throw. You are always
responsible for your throws. Use a spotter if needed.

HAVE A GREAT ROUND!


